TONE OF THE BEAST
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Tech 21’s Steve Harris SH1
Signature SansAmp

T

ech 21’s Steve Harris SH1 Signature
Sans Amp celebrates the tone of
metal icon Harris, Iron Maiden’s bassist,
songwriter, and driving force.
For 40 years, Harris has delivered a
brash tone via Marshall 4x12 cabs with
12" EV speakers and a Precision Bass with
flatwound Rotosound strings, delivering
more clank than you’d expect. For his side
band, British Lion, he wanted to retain
his trademark tonal voice without hauling Marshalls to clubs and other small
venues. Jumping to his rescue, Tech 21
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ech 21’s Steve Harris SH1 Signature
Sans Amp celebrates the tone of
metal icon Harris, Iron Maiden’s bassist,
songwriter, and driving force.
For 40 years, Harris has delivered a
brash tone via Marshall 4x12 cabs with
12" EV speakers and a Precision Bass with
flatwound Rotosound strings, delivering
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Fender’s Nile Rodgers Hitmaker Stratocaster
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somehow miniaturized his rig into a purely
analog SansAmp pedal.
Decorated with a tattered
British flag and finished in
Price:
bright West Ham blue (in
www.tech2
tribute to Steve’s favorite soccer team), the SH1 plugs in as
a conventional stompbox or to
an amplifier’s effects return; for super-quiet
signal, there’s an XLR out for connecting to
a mixer or computer interface. There’s also
a tuner, plus four bands of EQ (Low, High,
and two powerful Mids).

uitarists know Nile Rodgers as funkmaster general
of Chic, but he looms even larger as a Grammywinning producer whose skill has helped sell more than
500 million albums. Fender’s Artist Series Hitmaker
Stratocaster honors him with a reproduction of the
guitar he used on countless hit songs.
The Olympic White alder body on Nile’s hardtail
guitar varied from a typical ’60s Strat, being
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and a Nile Rodgers/Chic logo on the back of
the headstock. The three single-coil pickups
are custom-voiced to replicate the originals,
and sit in a mirrored/chrome-plated brass
pickguard with white Gibson-style “speed”
knobs. It also boasts Sperzel locking tuners.
Plugged in, the Hitmaker is a no-nonsense
funk machine that delivers all the goodies
one would expect. It’s comfortable, though
the smaller neck width brings a different
feel that may not appeal to larger hands.
It has an authentic Strat sound yielding all
kinds of cluck, quack, chime, and nuance.
The string-through-body gives a solid tone
that stays in tune.

